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The oil price, which plays an influential 
role in global inflation and growth, 
reached $115 per barrel in mid-2014. 
However, as most would have noticed, it 
is now struggling to stay above $30 per 
barrel. So what has happened? 

Firstly let us take a step back and look at 
the main drivers of the price - global supply 
from OPEC versus global demand mainly 
from the US and China. Historically, 

OPEC producing countries, headed by the largest oil producer, 
Saudi Arabia, set the price of oil by either increasing output 
to reduce prices or by decreasing output to increase prices. 
The recent shale gas or “fracking” revolution in the US has 
meant that a new oil player and former major oil importer, 
the US itself, could now produce oil for $60 per barrel at 
home. OPEC thus lost a huge source of demand for its oil 
and the price consequently dropped from over $100/bl to $60/
bl. Never one to be bullied, Saudi Arabia decided to retaliate. 
The Saudis can produce a barrel of oil for less than $20. The 
US and many other oil producers like Angola, Venezuela and 
Nigeria are immediately loss-making below $60. At present 
the Saudis are effectively sending out a strong message that 
they intend to bankrupt their US opposition by flooding the 
market with cheap oil, driving down the price. This explains 
why oil fell as low as $28/bl recently. It is an Economic and 
Political game and to date no one has been able to convince 
them to reduce the over-supply. 

Increased tension in the Middle East usually meant higher 
oil prices. Now it results in lower prices since the OPEC 

members are less likely to meet up and talk amicably about 
reducing supply. To add to it all, sanctions against Iran have 
been lifted and they are eager to claim back their traditional 
market share given that approximately 10% of the world’s 
proven oil reserves have been out of production since 2010. 
Oil is hovering around $40 on the news that there may be 
a meeting on 17 April between 15 OPEC and non-OPEC 
producers (excluding Iran) to discuss a production freeze, 
not a production cut. Therein lies the problem. A freeze 
would be based on January’s record high production levels, 
so that would achieve very little in the face of ever-growing 
stockpiles.  A cut in production is required to bring near term 
stability. The plot and oil glut thickens and although prices are 
expected to rise at some stage, no one is certain when! 

The low oil price is not just a supply issue though. Demand 
is an equally important component of the equation, and 
it is lacking. China’s demand is expected to be double that 
of the US by 2040, but its oil intensity is dropping as the 
economy moves away from manufacturing towards services. 
It is estimated that China will require 85% less energy to 
generate each unit of GDP growth in the future than it did in 
the past. Equally important is the impact of electric vehicles. 
As this technology gains traction sales will take off, further 
diminishing the long term demand for oil. See box for more 
detail. However, there are other implications of the low oil 
price, chief amongst them being the declining profitability of 
US shale producers. Having invested heavily in fracking, the 
US energy sector requires a price of $60/bl to break even. At 
current prices, losses are mounting and so too are the risks of 
liquidations and insolvencies. Earlier this year, markets fell 
sharply on the concern that rising losses in the oil industry 
would trigger a wave of defaults that would in turn bring the 
banks to their knees – a similar pattern to the Sub-Prime Crisis 
that sparked the Financial Crisis. The recent rally has allayed 
some of those concerns, and is one of the key reasons for the 
current rally across global markets. 

Surely South Africa has benefitted from low oil? Yes and no. 
Low oil prices have helped to keep inflation in check given 

Oil: a weak price 
is gOOd news fOr 

cOnsumers

Nick 
Rogers

elecTric cars

Electric cars have been slow to get off the ground, but there have been huge advances in battery technology that imply grow-
ing acceptance of electric vehicles. According to research undertaken by EVI, Norway has the highest proportion of electric 
cars, at 14%, followed by the Netherlands at 5.5% and the US a distant third at 2.7%. In the UK, the annual rate of electric 
car sales is close to 15,000 units a year. Worldwide, current annual sales are estimated at 500,000 units. That is insignificant 
in a market that sells 70 million cars annually. However, electric vehicle sales are forecast to rise to 5 million units a year 
by 2025. That is 7% of the current global market. If we assume that each car has a 60 litre tank and uses 2 tanks of petrol a 
month, then the reduction in oil demand from 5 million electric cars is 51 million barrels a year. Given that Saudi oil produc-
tion alone is 10 million barrels per day, it will be a while before electric vehicles really make a significant impact to total 
demand.
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that petrol is a basic input cost in every industry as well as 
for households. A lower petrol price means more money in 
the consumer’s wallet to spend at restaurants, shops and other 
discretionary items which in turn has a positive impact on 
GDP growth. Unfortunately, our weak currency, coupled with 
the severe drought, means that inflation has become a huge 
concern, despite the benefit of lower fuel prices. We expect 
food inflation to rise to well over 7% this year. Bearing in 
mind that we need to import 5 million tonnes of maize at 
present exchange rates, some analysts are predicting that 
food inflation will peak well above 10% in 2017, more than 
nullifying the gain from lower fuel costs. 

Due to the weak currency, the South African consumer has 
not felt the usual economic benefits of a lower oil price on 
the price off petrol. The weak exchange rate has made all 
imports more expensive, including oil. Adding insult to injury, 
Treasury has used the fuel levy to boost tax revenues. Last 
year the fuel levy rose by 80c/litre, with a further 30c/litre 
increase announced last month. The chart below illustrates 
the point rather succinctly. In January 2013, oil was $115 per 
barrel, the Rand was R8.93 to the US Dollar and local petrol 
prices were R11.86 per litre. Three years later, the price of oil 
has fallen by 60% in Dollars and 40% in Rands. Yet the local 
petrol price is unchanged. The reason for the difference is an 
increase in the tax burden.

Based on the above, the collapse in oil prices has not been the 
boon to the local consumer that it could have been. Middle 
to higher income consumers may experience some benefit 
from a stagnant petrol price relative to inflation-beating wage 
growth, but we fear the same does not apply to lower income 
groups. Rather, taxi fares have increased over this period 

thanks to inflationary pressures and opaque pricing. Thus the 
majority of South Africans have not enjoyed the benefits of 
lower oil prices which hit a 12 year low on 11 February.

Further afield, the low oil price is having a crippling effect on 
two of our main African export markets – namely Nigeria and 
Angola. Both of these countries rely on oil for the majority 
of their government revenues. Companies like Nampak in 
Angola and Shoprite, Mr Price and MTN in Nigeria are facing 
severe headwinds caused indirectly from low oil prices. 
The $5 billion fine imposed by the Nigerian government on 
MTN Group is an example of how desperate the Nigerian 
government has become in the face of low oil revenues. To 
put the fine in perspective, at a level of $1,000 per subscriber, 
it equates to 16 years’ worth of revenue for MTN in Nigeria, 
assuming that each and every subscriber spends $60 per year 
on airtime! Tiger Brands has recently exited the country, 
writing off billions in the process. A 50% reduction in exports 
to Nigeria and Angola alone negates all the revenue earned 
from increased exports to all other sub-Saharan countries.  So 
cheap oil has indirectly had a negative effect on our exports to 
the African continent.

Where to from here? An immediate effect of the US not raising 
interest rates at its recent meeting was some respite from Dollar 
strength, which has allowed the oil to rally above $40 per 
barrel. The pace of future interest rate increases has also been 
moderated, which bodes well for commodity prices generally, 
including oil. But one reason cited for not raising interest rates 
was weak growth which does imply weaker demand for oil. 
The latest report from the International Energy Agency (IEA) 
confirms that demand has slowed to 1.2m barrels per day, 
driven by weaker demand from the US and China. This is far 
lower than the high of 2.3m barrels per day reached in Q3 of 
last year. A recent JP Morgan survey found that “nearly half of 
the respondents believe that the current range for Brent crude 
oil in the $40 to $50 range will hold for the remainder of the 
year, while 33% see oil in the $30 to $40 range.”

In conclusion, South Africa has not benefitted as much as one 
would expect as a non-oil producing nation when its largest 
import, oil, is at multi-year lows. The world thus waits for 
Saudi Arabia to decide on the direction of its Political & 
Economic policy and to determine the future of the oil price 
while Iran remains on the side-lines, refusing to cut production. 
One thing is for certain - the US can easily restart production 
at their shale rigs within months and quite possibly at a lower 
unit cost of production than what was the case previously. 
Thus it is highly likely that we won’t see oil above $100, let 
alone $80, for the foreseeable future as weaker global growth 
and record high oil production are at odds with each other 
whilst a cut in global production - the only short term solution 
to higher prices - seems a long way off.

price Of Oil vs peTrOl
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Oil prices have fallen sharply since January 2013 – even in 
Rand terms. But higher taxes have offset all the benefits for 
local consumers.
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“It’s only February and I’ve just paid SARS 
income tax. Now my tax practitioner says 
I owe provisional tax this month!  Why 
can’t this be spread out over the year?  
I’m only just recovering from Christmas 
expenses!”

If you’ve ever been in that position, 

you’ll know that February can be a very stressful financial 
month.  Just as you come up for air, having paid your assessed 
income tax for the previous tax year, you could get hit with 
a provisional tax payment for the current tax year.  And both 
payments could coincide in February.

However, it is not only a pressurised time of year for taxpayers.  
January and February are two of the busiest months of the tax 

sasOl: is iT wOrThwhile given The 
weak Oil markeT?

Sasol reported their results in early March, which were 
better than expected given the pressures emanating from the 
weak oil price. Earnings fell 24% and the interim dividend 
was cut from 700c to 570c, a reduction of only 18%. In line 
with all other major mining companies, the company took 
the opportunity to revise its dividend policy away from a 
“progressive” dividend policy to one based more on current 
profitability.

In our opinion, the results were impressive owing to:
1. A strong operational performance, with volumes at 

record levels across multiple plants.
2. Good cost control, with costs down 8.4% in real terms. 

They have shaved R3.1 billion off their cost base in 
recent years, and have increased their target for cost 
savings from the prior level of R4 billion to the new 
target of R5 billion. In addition, they have implemented 
further measures to reduce costs during this period 
of low oil prices (their “Response Plan”. This plan 
delivered cash cost savings of R10 billion for the period, 
and they expect it to rise to R15 billion for the full year. 
Savings have (and will) come from labour, professional 
fees, unfilled vacancies and lower electricity costs (to 
name a few). Some of these cost savings will be reversed 
when the cycle improves, but they highlight the scope 
for Sasol to work more efficiently in the future.

3. They continue to invest in growth projects across SA, 
Mozambique and the USA. Their US project is now 
40% complete and is still viable despite the low oil price 
environment.

4. Chemicals prices (which they produce from oil) have 
held up well and have contributed significantly to the 
better level of profitability. This is evidenced in the chart 
below, which shows high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 

prices relative to oil prices. Sasol has been able to use 
cheap oil to make more expensive chemicals, and this 
will be further enhanced through its US expansion 
projects. 

In the short term the price of Sasol shares will be heavily 
influenced by the direction of both the oil price and the 
Rand. Longer term however, Sasol is laying the foundation 
for more sustainable growth by reducing its cost base, 
investing in value-added chemicals whilst still enhancing 
the efficiency of its local facilities through gas and lower 
electricity costs. The change of CEO has been well received 
by the market and the cash flow and balance sheet are 
robust. While we think the price is full in the near term and 
vulnerable to a correction should oil prices drift lower, it 
remains our preferred resource counter.

Oil vs hdpe prices
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Chemical prices have been far more resilient than oil prices, 
which has been to Sasol’s benefit.

easing The Timing Of yOur cash 
OuTflOw TO sars

Shelly 
Moreno
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The banking sector has been one of the 
weakest performers in recent times. 
Having peaked in April last year, the 
Banks sub-index reached its weakest 
level in December, having fallen 37% 
from its peak. Those lows were tested 
again in January. Since then, the sector 
has managed a decent rally, but sentiment 
remains fragile for the “Big 4.” Given the 
role that they play in the economy and our 
exposure to banks across portfolios, we 

have asked ourselves whether this pessimism is justified?

The weakness in the sector can be attributed to a few key 
factors:

1. Rising interest rates. The Reserve Bank has raised our 
interest rates by 0.75% so far this year, with more increases 
likely over the remainder of the year. Higher interest rates 
can be good for banks, in that they earn more interest on 
loans already in place. But they can also be detrimental if 
those loans cannot be repaid.

2. That brings us onto non-performing loans, or bad debts. 
Generally speaking, all the banks have reported improving 
NPLs over the past few years. That is encouraging. But 
during the recent reporting season, it was noticeable that 
bad debts have started to tick higher as consumers face the 
pinch of both higher interest rates and weak employment. 
Banks have started to make extra provisions for bad debts, 
in the knowledge that the credit cycle will deteriorate 
before it gets better. The key question for investors is how 
bad can the cycle get? Are we facing an explosion of bad 
debts, or will they be at manageable levels? According 
to the latest Bulletin from the Reserve Bank, debt as a 
percentage of disposable income now stands at 77.8%, 
down from a peak of 86% in 2008, but still well short of 
the average ratio of 55% that prevailed from 2000 – 2006. 
What is of more concern is that the ratio of debt repayment 
to income is rising – and rising steadily. This is a function 
of the level of debt outstanding and interest rates. South 
Africans have been slow to repay credit during periods of 
low interest rates. Now that rates are rising, the repayment 
burden is rising as well, adding to the pressures already 
coming from higher inflation and rising unemployment. 

3. A downgrade to our credit rating. Banks generally borrow 
money all the time as part of their normal operations 
to ensure that they have enough liquidity to meet the 
needs of lenders and depositors. A downgrade to our 
credit rating would raise the cost of debt, forcing the 
banks to pay more for their funding and in so doing, 
reducing their margins and profitability. We will cover 

year for tax practitioners.  There are deadlines for income tax 
returns, VAT deadlines and provisional tax deadlines.

Unfortunately, if you are a provisional taxpayer and you have 
provisional tax to pay, then you have no control over the 
fact that your IRP6 form and payment is due in August and 
February each year.  SARS only makes these provisional tax 
forms available on eFiling, for the first provisional tax period, 
at the end of July.  For the second provisional tax period these 
forms are only available at the end of January.  So those dates 
are out of your control as a taxpayer.  However in terms of how 
much to pay, you can estimate your payments in advance, if 
your calculation is based on the last assessed taxable income, 
and put this money aside.  For those of you who run your own 
business, and don’t have PAYE taken off, it is advisable to put 
some money aside each month to fund your provisional tax 
payments.  This will ease the burden of finding a lump sum to 
pay in August and February each year.

So what else can you do to ease the cash flow pressure 
on yourself?  The most obvious way is to bring your tax 

information to your tax practitioner early on in the tax season.  
Tax season opens in July and tax certificates should all 
be available by then.  By bringing all your tax information 
to your tax practitioner early, and planning with your tax 
practitioner as to when the work will be done, your personal 
income tax return can be submitted and assessed earlier on 
in the tax season. That way, if you do owe SARS, then you 
can pay your assessed tax in the latter part of the year, well 
before the February pressure period.  Your forward planning 
will ease the timing of your cash outflow to SARS, and you 
will avoid unnecessary penalties and interest.

Should you have any queries about your tax affairs, please 
feel free to contact our tax department and we will be happy 
to assist you.

Banks: 
pricing in Bleak 

Times

Michael 
Porter
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the probability of a credit downgrade in more detail next 
month, but the risk of a downgrade is reasonably high.  

4. The general economic malaise. With such weak growth, 
demand for loans and transactional volumes are weak, 
while cost pressures remain. Furthermore business in 
the rest of Africa has been impacted by weak economies 
and falling commodity prices. There are certainly still 
opportunities for the banks to grow, but it is harder to find 
and much more competitive. It hints to margin pressure as 
banks compete aggressively with one another.

This all sounds pretty gloomy. Why should we be investing 
in banks at all if the outlook is so poor? We believe there are 
some mitigating factors. Firstly, banks have been aware for 
some time that the credit cycle has been deteriorating and have 
acted accordingly. They have been stricter when granting new 
loans and they have created extra provisions for potential bad 
debts. Secondly, our banks are very well capitalized and in 
fact, many have excess capital. Relative to their global peers 
and to Basel 3 regulations, SA banks stack up well. Having 
more capital than required offers comfort that higher bad debts 
will not cause undue stress. In addition, excess capital implies 
that banks have ample ability to continue to pay dividends to 
their shareholders, a key consideration during periods of weak 
markets. 

Investors have been quick to punish banks for the weak 
outlook, but is this rational? The chart below highlights the 
price to book ratio for each of the banks. This ratio measures 
the price of the share relative to the underlying net worth 
of the bank. What is clearly evident is that ratios are back 
to levels last seen during the Financial Crisis. Despite all the 
gloom, we do not believe that conditions are nearly as poor 
as they were during that period. The bad news (and more) 
was quickly reflected in share prices. Bank shares have 
rallied along with the rest of the market – justifiably so. They 
remain cheap relative to the market and their own history with 
attractive dividends. So long as that remains in place, we will 
continue to invest. 

Banks: price TO BOOk raTiO
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Valuations are back at levels last seen in the Financial 
Crisis, which we think is not justified.

Banks: dividend yields
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Dividend yields remain attractive and secure, offering 
investors a safe income stream despite the weak economy.

shuffling sharehOlders
One reason for some of the weakness in the sector was the 
persistent rumour of a change in ownership. Barclays has 
since confirmed that it will be reducing its stake in Barclays 

Africa (Absa) over the next few years. Old Mutual too, has 
confirmed that they will be reducing their stake in Nedbank, 
possibly through an unbundling of its holding to sharehold-
ers. Together these announcements have weighed on senti-

deBT paymenTs as % Of incOme
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The burden of debt repayments is rising in line with interest 
rates.
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Dashinia Naidoo joined Harvard House Chartered 
Accountants in 2005 as a supervisor in the Audit Department 
after completing her articles in Johannesburg. She very 
quickly proved her worth and became Manager of the Audit 
Department. During this time she completed her studies and 
qualified as a Chartered Accountant.

In 2010 she resigned from the Group in order to follow her 
husband to New Zealand. Whilst in New Zealand she gained 
valuable experience and we were fortunate to have her return 
a year later, this time as a Partner in Harvard House Chartered 
Accountants.

Dashinia has played a crucial role in transitioning Harvard 
House Chartered Accountants from an Audit Practice to an 
Accounting and Tax Practice. She is diligent, determined, 
committed and hardworking. She pays attention to detail and 
is very thorough.

We are sad to say farewell to Dash. Her husband has been 
offered an excellent opportunity in Australia, and she will 
thus be moving with her husband and daughter to Australia 
in March 2016.

Dash, we will miss your warm and friendly personality, your 
quiet determination, and your excellent work ethic. We wish 
you all the best in Australia.

farewell 
dashinia

ment.

The exit of Barclays has been widely reported as a vote of 
no confidence in SA. There may be an element of truth to 
this, but the real reason is changing regulatory requirements 
for UK banks. Ever since the Financial Crisis, regulators 
have been trying to break up multinational banks for fear 
that trouble in one division could cascade across the Group, 
causing trouble in other jurisdictions. They are finally suc-
ceeding, by forcing banks to hold increasing amounts of 
capital for all their subsidiaries. The economic cost has risen 
to a point where change was necessary.

What does this mean for Barclays Africa? We believe that 
Barclays Africa has a good case as a stand-alone bank, es-
pecially now that it has an extensive African footprint from 
which to grow. In fact, without the shackles and restrictions 
imposed by head office, Barclays might actually show better 

profit growth. But marriages and divorces are time consum-
ing and tricky. Management time is required to separate the 
two companies, which will take their eye off the ball in other 
areas. There may be an opportunity cost in the near term, 
but we do not believe the longer term prospects have been 
materially diminished.

Old Mutual is simplifying its operations, also in the hope 
of reducing costs and improving returns for shareholders. 
Whilst Old Mutual and Nedbank have worked together, 
there are no integrated systems. That split is far easier. Old 
Mutual believes that it can create value for its shareholders 
by breaking up. It may create an overhang in Nedbank shares 
for a while given that some existing Old Mutual sharehold-
ers may not wish to keep their Nedbank shares. But there is a 
very limited operational impact, so for Nedbank, it remains 
business as usual. 
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Financial markets started the year on a very weak note, 
reeling from higher US interest rates, weak growth in 
China and uncertainty over growth in Europe and the 
US. Some of those fears have since receded, and 
markets have rallied hard as a result. The JSE has 
gained 8% in March alone. Is it sustainable? Has the 
market turned? Is this the start of a new bull market? 
We will take a look at market trends at the outlook for 
the rest of the year in our next seminar.   

Please RSVP to Clare Mitchell on 033 3302164 or 
clarem@hhgroup.co.za. Please note that we will host 
two seminars in Natal – one morning session and one 
evening session in order to alleviate congestion and 
make the events more accessible. Both seminars will 
take place at Fernhill Hotel.

For more information on the range of products and 
services offered by Harvard House Investment 
Management and its associated companies (including 
Harvard House, Chartered Accountants), or for any 
financial advice, please contact the Company at:

InsIght semInars:

disclaimer:
The information contained in this newsletter comes from sources believed to be reliable, but Harvard House Investment Management 
(Pty) Ltd , Harvard House Financial Services Trust, Harvard House Insurance Brokers and Harvard House, Chartered Accountants 
(collectively known as the Harvard House Group), do not warrant its completeness or accuracy.  Opinions, estimates and assumptions 
constitute our judgment as of the date hereof and are subject to change without notice.  Past performance is not indicative of future 
results.  This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. Any investor who 
wishes to invest with the Company should seek additional advice from an authorized representative of the firm. The Company accepts 
no liability whatsoever for any loss or damages whatsoever and howsoever incurred, or suffered, resulting, or arising, from the use of 
this newsletter. The contents of this newsletter does not constitute advice as contemplated in the Financial Advisory and Intermediary 
Services Act (FAIS) of 2002.
 
The Harvard House unit trusts are registered under the Boutique Collective Investments.  Custodian: Standard Executors & Trustees:  
Tel (021) 007-1500.  Collective Investments are generally medium to long term investments. The value of participating interests may go 
down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future. Collective Investments are traded at ruling prices and 
can engage in script lending.  Forward pricing is used. Commission and incentives may be paid and if so, are included in the overall cost.  
This fund may be closed to new investors.  Collective Investment  prices are calculated on a Net Asset Value basis and auditor’s fees, 
bank charges, trustee and RSC levies are levied against the portfolio. The portfolio manager may borrow up to 10% of portfolio NAV to 
bridge insufficient liquidity.   Boutique Collective Investments is a member of ASISA and is an authorised Financial Services Provider.  
Should you have any further queries or complaints regarding the suite of units trusts offered by The Harvard House Group please 
contact:  Boutique Collective Investments Call Centre, Tel: (021) 007-1500, Email:  clientservices@bcis.co.za.  For your information, the 
FAIS ombudsman provides an independent and objective advisory service.  Should you not be satisfied with the outcome of a complaint 
handled by Boutique Collective Investments, please write to, The Ombudsman, PO Box 74571, Lynnwoodridge, 0040.  Telephone (012) 
470 9080/99.  Fax (012) 348 3447.  Email:  info@faisombud.co.za
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